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Meme coins, which lagged behind the broader subsector at the end of June, has swiftly regained its
stride at the begining of July. Notably, meme coins Bonk (BONK) and Dogwifhat (WIF) are leading a
crypto price rally on Monday, July 1, with both up roughly 10% in the past 24 hours. Meanwhile,
meme coin PEPE records a notable 7.48% gain. With excellent performance, Bonk, Dogwifhat and
PEPE are listed as the best three meme coins for Canadians to buy in this July.

Next, lets take a close look at these meme coins.
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Bonk (BONK)

Bonk is a meme coin launched on the Solana blockchain that features a Shiba Inu emblem similar to
popular dog-themed coins like Dogecoin (DOGE) and Shiba Inu coin (SHIB). Bonk (BONK) has grown
rapidly in market cap since its launch and has become one of the most well-known meme coins on
the Solana blockchain.

As of July 2, 2024, it ranks 59th in the world in terms of market capitalization. Despite volatile
nature in price, Bonk (BONK) has been recording a overall upward trend, showing a high level of
market activity and investor attention. In the future, as the technology continues to innovate and the
market continues to evolve, Bonk is expected to continue to maintain its leading position and bring
more benefits and opportunities to investors.

As of writing the article on July 2, Bonk (BONK) is traded at $0.00002640, boasting a market cap of
$1.802 billion, and witnessing a hefty 24-hour trading volume of $330.518 million. Bonk
(BONK) Token saw a 24-hour change of +13.85 %, with minor fluctuations of +0.6 % in the past
hour.

The following sets forth the BONK to USD Chart

Bonk Chart

 For more information about Bonk (BONK) , please visit BTCC Bonk (BONK) quote page.

BONK USDT-margined perpetual futures contract with a leverage of up to 20x is  available
on BTCC, you can directly click the button below to trade BONK meme coin⇓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BONKUSDT,BONKUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Dogwifhat (WIF)

Launched in November 2023, Dogwifhat (WIF) is a dog-inspired meme coin based on the Solana
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blockchain. Since its launch, Dogwifhat (WIF) has witnessed significant volatility in its price. At early
stage, the prices of Dogwifhat (WIF) were low, but then rose rapidly and hit record highs in multiple
time periods. The trading volume of Dogwifhat (WIF) increased significantly after its launch,
showing the high level of attention and activity in the market.

Dogwifhat (WIF) stands out in the cryptocurrency market with its unique theme and community
culture. As the community continues to grow and activities increase, Dogwifhat (WIF) is expected to
further increase its presence and influence.

As of writing the article on July 2, Dogwifhat (WIF) is traded at $2.28197261, boasting a market cap
of $2.279 billion, and witnessing a hefty 24-hour trading volume of $438.244 million. Dogwifhat
(WIF) Token saw a 7-day change of +20.53 %, with minor fluctuations of -1.23 % in the past hour.

The following sets forth the WIF to USD Chart

dogwifhat Chart

 For more information about Dogwifhat (WIF), please visit BTCC Dogwifhat (WIF) quote page.

WIF USDT-margined perpetual futures contract with a leverage of up to 20x is  available on
BTCC, you can directly click the button below to trade WIF meme coin⇓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]WIFUSDT,WIFUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Pepe(PEPE)
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Launched in April 2023, Pepe (PEPE) is an Ethereum-based meme coin that was inspired by the
Pepe the Frog meme. Pepe(PEPE) has played a significant role in the cryptocurrency market with its
unique meme culture and highly recognizable brand image. PEPE coins quickly attracted market
attention in the initial stage of its launch, and witnessed price rally.

Notably, PEPE has active communities, with its Twitter account owning nearly 300,000 followers
and its official Telegram group having more than 110,000 active members. Although its price
fluctuates wildly, Pepe (PEPE) records an overall upward trend. As the cryptocurrency market
continues to develop, PEPE coin, as a meme coin with unique cultural properties, is expected to
attract more investors’ attention.

As of writing the article on July 2, Pepe (PEPE) is traded at $0.00001145, boasting a market cap of
$4.818 billion, and witnessing a hefty 24-hour trading volume of $450.55 million. Pepe (PEPE) Token
saw a 7-day change of -1.44 %, with minor fluctuations of +0.39 % in the past hour.

The following sets forth the PEPE to USD Chart



Pepe Chart

 For more information about Pepe (PEPE), please visit BTCC Pepe (PEPE) quote page.

PEPE USDT-margined perpetual futures contract with a leverage of up to 50x is  available
on BTCC, you can directly click the button below to trade PEPE meme coin⇓

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Final Words

All in all, Bonk, Dogwifhat and PEPE are ranked as the top three meme coins for Canadians to buy in
July this year with their excellent performance. However, due to their meme coin attribute,
their price usually see great fluctuation, investors are advised to be cautious. While investors are
focused on market potential of these meme coins, they also need to fully understand their project
characteristics, market performance, and potential risks and challenges.
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